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CONGRATULATIONS! 
YOU'RE ENGAGED!

We understand that planning your wedding events can 
be overwhelming. That's why we created this event 

rental "cheat sheet." In it, you will find useful 
information that will help you navigate choosing rental 
items—from tents to furniture and tabletop and more—

so you can create an unforgettable celebration.
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LINEN 101
We have a vast selection of linens in a variety of materials, colors, sizes and shapes, to 
match any event style and budget. While your Event Rental Consultant will help 
guide you on the sizes of linens you'll need, we've put together a helpful guide to get 
you started. 
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TABLETOP

Table rentals do not include a linen.
Overlay linen rentals do not include a solid underlay.

HELPFUL INFORMATION

While your wedding venue will likely have basic linens available, we offer a vast 
inventory of linens, from damask and faux silk to velvet, suede and specialty prints



TABLE SETTING
Choosing the right table setting for your event will depend on several factors, including: 
the formality of the event, how many courses are to be served, and how courses will be 
served. Will you be serving a plated dinner, family-style meal or a buffet? You’ll want to 
choose a table setting that reflects the style of dinner service to give guests the best 
dining experience at your event. From ornate china pieces to glassware and flatware, we 
have everything you need to design a stylish tablescape for your guests.
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This formal table 
setting is popular for 
weddings and any 
occasion when more 
than three courses 
will be served. Your 
caterer and Event 
Rental Consultant 
will be the best 
resource in helping 
you choose the 
pieces you'll need for 
your table setting.

DESIGN TIP

TABLETOP

Tables will not be set with china prior 
to dinner service. For a complete and 
polished look, add a charger plate. If 
you're sticking to a budget, outfit just 
your head table with chargers.
 
Want to add a splash of color? Try 
setting the table with our colored 
goblets or a colored napkin.



The bar is one of the most popular places for guests to congregate at an event. Elevate 
this high-trafficked serving station by creating a stylish setup featuring one of PEAK's 
unique bars. We offer a variety of shape and styles for you to choose from to match any 
event aesthetic, from classically elegant to modern and bohemian. 

BARS
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BARS
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Want to create a one-of-a-kind bar setup? Create a special cocktail served in one of our colored 
goblets, or display a custom cut hashtag sign on one of our hedge walls. Our Morph and Versa 
Bars can also be tailored to fit your unique event aesthetic. Our team can create a personalized 
inlay featuring a pattern, monogram and even photos. And whether you want a semicircle bar, a 
standalone piece or a large decked out round or square bar in the center of your event space, the 
possibilities are virtually endless with our Morph Bar.

DESIGN TIP
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Practical, stylish and accommodating, a lounge area is the perfect place to allow your 
guests to sit back and relax at your event. It’s also a great way to break up an event 
space, add an extra spot for photo ops and tie together the overall design aesthetic.  

LOUNGE AREAS
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LOUNGE  AREAS

Create a lounge that feels much like a living room, 
complete with a sofa, chairs, side and coffee tables, and 
plush pillows.

DESIGN TIP
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Are you searching for the perfect venue or have you always dreamed of getting 
married in the backyard of your childhood home? Let PEAK build you your event 
space. Choose from several tent styles, from classic sailcloth tents, to modern clear 
top structures complete with custom flooring.

TENTS

Attributes
High swooping peaks
No visible framework
Elegant, classic look
Can accommodate up to 120’ width of 
space by any length
Most economical option

CENTURY TENTS

Attributes

SAILCLOTH TENTS

High swooping peaks
No visible framework
Wooden side poles & center poles
Semi-translucent true sailcloth 
fabric
Soft, rounded shape
Compliments both rustic & nautical 
looks

Can be weighted if staking not an option
Can be the perfect blank canvas for any 
design aesthetic
Clear tops are an option
No interior poles to interrupt floor plan
Sized at 5-foot increments to accommodate 
any location
Tops and sidewall are integrated into the 
frame system making frame/structure the 
most water tight and efficient to heat/AC

Attributes

NAVITRAC FRAME TENTS

Can be weighted if staking not an option
Clean, uniform style that can be a blank slate 
for design and totally customized
Clear tops are an option
Eave height up to 13 feet to allow for expansive 
views
Many opportunities to customize the frame, 
interior and add-ons
Allows for real glass walls, custom doors, bump 
outs, and floors
Superior weight rating allows for all décor & 
lighting needs to be rigged from the tent 
ceiling

Attributes

STRUCTURE TENTS

TENTS
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Wedding trends evolve year after year, which means that one year's celebrations 
are distinctly different from the ones that come before or after. Here's what's in 
the forecast for wedding design trends in 2019.

TRENDS
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TRENDS

PRINTED LINENS

From floral fabrics to pretty 
patterns, printed linens add 
another decorative layer to 
event design.

LUXE FABRICS + JEWEL 
TONES

Jewel tones are the perfect way 
to add rich color or create a 
moody vibe. See these tones in 
luxurious velvet and suede 
linens, furniture and our colored 
glassware.

AU NATURALE

Emphasize natural elements 
with custom wood signs, white 
wash wood walls, farm tables 
and mix and match heirloom 
clay-like pieces

BOHO WITH A TWIST

It's all about mixing and 
matching in 2019. Add a 
sophisticated touch to a 
traditional bohemian look 
with modern, clean elements.

COPPER METALLICS

With its rosy, orange-gold hue, 
copper metallics are not only 
pretty and versatile, they have a 
modern and industrial feel.

"LIVING CORAL"

Named Pantone's color of the 
year, "Living Coral" is a timeless, 
bright and joyful tone. Weave 
this color throughout your event 
design by way of linens, chair 
covers and florals.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED

QUESTIONS
1.

2.

3.

4.

Is linen included with table rentals?

Table rentals are priced without linen. This gives you the choice to customize your event 
with your style and pick from our wide selection of linen options.

How much glassware, china and flatware should I rent?

You always want to order more items then the number of guests you are expecting. Even 
if it’s for a small gathering, there are instances where someone may drop a fork on the 
ground or an additional guest attends last-minute. For large scale events, your caterer will 
be your best resource in determining the number of pieces you will need to host a 
successful event. Other things you'll want to consider: whether you'll be having an open 
bar, signature cocktail, cocktail hour, etc. 

How many cocktail tables should I rent?

The number of cocktail tables you'll need depends on the type of event you are hosting 
and the crowd you are expecting. You can expect at least one-third of your guest to gather 
around a high cocktail table. Four or five guests can comfortably stand around a high 
cocktail table at once. You’ll also want to consider that one-third of your guest may want 
to sit during cocktail hour and therefore may; most low cocktail tables will seat four guests.

What size dance floor should I rent?

The basic rule of thumb is that at least 30% - 50% of your guest will be dancing at any 
given time, depending on the type of event you're hosting and the crowd. Industry 
standards suggest roughly 2-3 square feet per person. It’s also important to know how 
much space you have to work with for a dance floor. Our Event Rental Consultants can 
help determine the best size dance floor for your event.
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5.

My venue has event rentals, but I'm interested in adding some upgrades. 
What kinds of products can I rent that will still allow me to stay within my 
budget?

There are a number of ways to upgrade your rentals, while staying within a budget. A few 
examples include adding specialty champagne flutes or even a colored goblet to coincide 
with your event's aesthetic. Another idea is to add charger plates or colored napkins for a 
pop of color. Renting ballroom chairs or other specialty chairs can also elevate your design.
 
If your budget doesn't allow for upgrading rentals for all of your guests' place settings, 
consider outfitting just your head table or sweetheart table with upgrades and using 
standard venue rentals on the rest of your reception tables. 

6. Do you offer day-of event assistance?

While we don't offer event planning services, we do offer event installation assistance for 
an additional fee. The PEAK Experience Team is especially helpful for clients that need 
help coordinating delivery teams, installing and styling products, and managing the 
overall event production schedule. Having one of our team leaders on-site to oversee our 
products’ delivery and installation can make all the difference and ultimately for a flawless  
setup. 
 
Another helpful service we offer is napkin folding. We offer an assortment of napkin folds 
available. Our team can fold and send your napkins ready to be set on the table, making it 
easier for you or the venue staff during event setup.


